IME and time again, U.S. immigration law has been well behind global and domestic changes, resulting in numerous laws and incidents that we now regret as a nation. Sadly, the United States is still behind the times. In terms of immigration policy, the nation still lives in a world of kingdoms with moats, walls, and barriers, rather than a modern world of mass transportation, the Internet, and daily international intercourse.
It is a clich6 to say that the globalizing economy and technological improvements in communication and transportation have made the world a smaller place. But it is true. Increased trade, movement, and interconnections between nations are much more common now than they have ever been. Many citizens of the modern world have ties to multiple nations. Migrants often have deep ties both to their native countries and to their countries of destination. 1 To this point, the U.S. immigration laws have responded in rather limited ways to the phenomenon of globalization. Incremental reforms have done little to address the nation's true immigration needs. Similarly, the rights of immigrants have tended to expand over time, but have done so in fits and starts. 2 the cautious step of recognizing dual nationality, which quickly grew in popularity among Mexican nationals living in the United States. However, the U.S. immigration laws have failed more generally to respond to the globalizing economy.
Open borders are consistent with the integrating world economy. I have outlined arguments for a far-reaching change in the U.S. immigration laws that would respond to the rapidly changing world in which we live. Open borders would mark a true revolution in current U.S. immigration law and would create an admissions system in which migration more closely approximates demand.
The elimination of exaggerated border controls would offer many benefits to the United States. As part of a globalizing economy, the nation stands to reap economic benefits from freer labor migration. As a matter of economic theory, international trade with Mexico and much of the world-which the United States has eagerly embraced-differs little from labor migration. A utilitarian approach would allow for labor migration and add the benefits of new labor to the national economy.
Importantly, the removal of controls would end the sheer brutality inherent in current immigration enforcement, which results in physical abuse, promotes racial discrimination, and relegates certain groups of U.S. citizens and lawful immigrants to second-class status, both inside and outside the United States. Permeable borders would allow for the admission of immigrants in numbers approximating the demand for immigration and make it unnecessary for many noncitizens seeking entry into the United States to circumvent the law. The immigration laws would not create the need for aggressive enforcement, with its discriminatory impacts and deadly results.
Last but not least, strong policy arguments exist for the abolition of border controls. Experience demonstrates that, at least within modern sensibilities, overzealous border controls simply cannot be enforced by the U.S. government. Undocumented immigration is not viewed as criminal by many law-abiding Americans, 3 nor is the employment of undocumented immigrants. 4 Abolition of border controls would recognize the economic and social reality of immigration. Millions of undocumented immigrants make valuable contributions to the U.S. economy but are forced to live on the margins of society and, subject to exploitation because of their uncertain immigration status, work in poor conditions for substandard wages. 5 Foreign policy benefits would accrue from a system in which nationals of other societies were welcomed rather than labeled a public menace, barred from entry, and treated as pariahs in our midst.
It may well be that "[d]espite the rapid globalization of the world economy, the countries of terra firma are unlikely to abandon the concept of [Vol. 61
Opening the Floodgates individual, sovereign nations in favor of a world of free borders and unrestricted migration." ' 6 Times have changed, however. It is to be hoped that the time will come when the United States will realize that closed borders are far from inevitable and, in fact, do not serve the national interests. Closed borders re3ult in immoral consequences that, in the annals of history, have shamed the United States and will continue to do so. The Berlin-Wall-lite that the government is in the process of erecting between the United States and Mexico is not consistent with American values and dreams. Rather, an "open Republic" is more consistent with the values for which this nation proudly stands. 7 Because it is difficult to estimate the impacts of a move to open borders on migration, there are unquestionably risks in moving to a system of open entry. We cannot be certain how many people will take advantage of open entry into the United States, although the available evidence suggests that the nation would not experience a flood of migrants. A transitional program might ease the adjustment and minimize the risks of public disorder. However, the United States' past experience with virtually open borders suggests that a mass migration need not necessarily follow.
The successful European Union (EU) provides the model for a secondbest alternative. Border controls among member states are minimal. 8 Free migration within the member states has not resulted in mass migrations. 9 Labor can now move to the location of highest demand and most efficient use. 10 Growing pains, of course, resulted at the outset," but the system soon achieved stability and acceptance.' 2 Overall, the move to a common labor market was relatively uneventful.
However, the opening of internal borders in the EU was accompanied by a building of borders at the outer perimeters of the Union. Critics have claimed that a "Fortress Europe" has had negative effects on asylum seekers and created problems like those seen at the U.S. borders.' 3 North Africans seek to enter the EU though Spain by hazarding a dangerous crossing of the Mediterranean Sea. 14 Migrants die. 15 Hate crimes against immigrants have risen with disturbing frequency in the EU nations. 16 In 2005, social strife resulted in France as Muslims protested their secondclass status in French society. The problems experienced in Fortress Europe suggest that a "North American Union" is a second-best alternative to more generally permeable borders.
In the end, the politics for any true immigration reform effort will be challenging. Many reform proposals have been made by politicians and academics, but political support has not been forthcoming. 17 Nonetheless, the issue of immigration-and, more importantly, immigrants-is not going away. Indeed, as the United States remains the last true superpower and immigration has become a global phenomenon, it is increasing in importance. Economic globalization means that world migration is here to stay. As a nation, we can no longer fool ourselves by pretending migrants will go away or listen if we tell them they are not welcome. 1 8 Ultimately, migration of people is inevitable. The United States must make an important choice. It can have laws that effectively and efficiently regulate admission into the country. Or, it can have laws, like those it currently has, that are inefficient, wasteful, and futile, and that damage the nation. [Vol. 61
